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Concerning the 
Declaration of Independence 

I 
A. 

by Eva Brann 

When American schoolchildren first discover that they have 
;~ place in the world they somcti11 1es give their addresses a 
wonderful form. Transformed for our ca~c. it would be: "Proper 
Na111e, St. John's College, Annapolis, Maryla11d, the United 
States of /\111Cric:~, the "'orth An1erican continent. the Earth, 
the Solar System." That is the containing sequence of places in 
which we live and have oUT bein~. The effect~ of the document 
with "hich we arc to concern oursch-es tonight ha\'e pervaded 
or ill\ ,1dcd each of them: "space." our planet. this land, this 
nation. thi\ state, this city, th is school. I might Sa) right now 
that thi~ diffusion of its power 11ould not ha1 c astonished ih. 
author 1·en• much. 

1 sh~ll ~ot try to trace its in!lucnce on the large$! realms, 
which began 1•ith its aclmowlcdgcd ro le in the early. as yet 
innocent, days of the French R..:volut ion. That attempt, I am 
con vi need, would be tan tamount t·o t·hnt of giving an account of 
111odcrn poli ti cs. But I do want to poiut to its rc l ~tio n to the 
smallest realm, this college, who~c.: i111 111C.:diatcly post
revolutionary foundation was assisted b> the four Maryland 
signers: by Paca, Carroll and Stone with subscriptions of 
1110ncv, and bv Chase and Stone as member~ oft he first Board of 
Visil<;rs and Governors. We ma> therefore i111agine that the 
college was concei1·ed in a spirit much lile that which later 
informed Jefferson's Uni1·ersity of Virginia. i\nd indeed it 1vas 
originally to be the Western branch of the University of 
J\.1aryland, commit1ed by its charter to admitting students 
"according to their 1ne ri t wi thout rt:quiring or enforcing any 
religious or civil test" and to preparing them "upon a most 

~~ fuller tc•1 of the Fnday Night Lecture for Apnl 30, 1976, g1ven to 
cclcbmte the 200th alliiiVCrsary of the Dcclaralion'< cMccption hy Jefferson in 
nud-junc, 1ts adoption b) Congress on Julv 4, ib prodanlulion in "each of the 
urutc-d states" 111 the days following, and its signine <ll1 Au~ust 2. t776. 

lihcral piau" for discharging ·'the various offices of life, both 
civil and religious.'' But even if these original conditions and 
aims were to have to be termed "pu~t-Rcvol utionarv'' rather 
than specifically Jeffersonian, it would still be demonstrable
though not here and now-that our present program, a very 
pure realiza tion of the founding intention. has more Jefferso
nian elt:lncnts than any other well-know11 college plan. 

Now at J<;ffc.:rson's uuiversity, the Dcclarr1tion of Indepen
dence wa5 to be the first of the "te>.tbook," prescribed by him as 
the "tc.1chiug norm" for the political education of young 
Americam. In thi~ one instance JefferM:»n was the unashamed 
advocate of iudoctrination- he intended the Declaration as a 
teaching tool for eo1nbatting certaiu auti-Rcpnblican "here
sics." It is probably not necessary to be more liberal than 
Jefferson. "'oncthclcss let us say that the Declaration should not 
so lnuch be taught as talked of at every American college, and 
above all, at th is one. 

It is consequently my ambition and 1ny pro ject for tonight to 
pcrsu;~dc.: those of you not already so convinced tha t· th is text 
must be to you, as students and as human beings in the world, a 
near and dear, a most personal concern. 

B. 
You ma) well be wondering-I would in your place-why a 

perM>n audibly not native born should prc.:~umc to have such an 
ambit ion. But eon~ider: a natmali7ed cili7en, like myself, is a 
cititen by a second, acquired nature, b> deliberation and 
choice. Therefore, just as it is a natural stance for young nati\'CS 
to foster alienation in themselves so it may well be the proper 
busincss of those whose youth was alien to feel <Jt lu1111C-and to 
re flect on that feeling. 

l1orgivc.: me then if I began witl1 a pc.:rsvnal apology and 
C0 11 tinue with a personal prologue- it is after all my argument 
th;~t the found ing tradition should he a personal concern. 

Article II , Section l, of the Constitution requires the Presi
dent to be native born, except in the founding generation. You 
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kuo" , of course, that it is the wa~· of human nah.ue to be 
scandalized by any inhibition, eve,{ if it has nul the remotest 
bearing on one's prac tical intentions. Accordingly I have 
sometimes wondered in J>assing if that article, which keeps me 
from an office I could never obtai11 and do not remote ly want, is 
acceptable to me in princ iple. In consulting Madison's notes of 
the Cou~titutional Conven tion, I find that the rc~triction is the 
remnant of a debate concerning qualifications. During it 
Franklin , Madison and james Wilson, himself oue of the 
several foreign born Founding Fathers, argued against the 
" ill iberality" of sucl1 restrictions, while oth<.:rs claimed that the 
love of an acquired country can never be undivided enough tu 
make it safe for an alieu to hold high office. 

When I ask myself whether there is somethiug in the latter 
claim, I must admit that the re is, and that the "illiberal" c lause 
has its wisdom. For naturalization has two aspects. in one of 
which it can be explicit, expeditious and complete . while in the 
other it is dilatory ami delicate. 

TI1a1 latte r aspect has to do "ith "hat I think of as "the 
conversion of the imagination." It is concerned with the change 
of venue our dreams- I mean sleeping dreams-must eventu
ally unde rgo, and with the slow m igration of meaning to new 
landscapes. The tard iness of that conversion is related to a 
certain repellen t aspect of the American scene to which 
Crcvecocur, the colonial immigr.mt farmer, alludes in his 
comparison of the American land with Europe, where, he says, 

. . . all the objects of contemplation, all the reveries of 
the travelle r, must have reference to ancient genera
tions and to ve ry distan t periods, clouded with the mist 
of ages. Here, on the contrary, everything is modern, 
peaceful and benign. 

He himself had fallen in love wi th Pennsylvania and found 
the aspec t of a prosperous present more gratifying than the 
romantic reverberations oft he past. And yet it is just these which 
attach the imagination, as their absence most rebuffs feel ing. 
Add to this circumstance the fact that the benign beauty of 
America is now much overlaid with the ugly apparatus of 
convenience. To be sure, this newer modernitv has an 
exhilaration of its own, but that is an acquired taste: (Another 
immigrant has. in fact, written a book about this matter: 

abokov's Lolita dwells much on the relation this "lovelv, 
trustful, dreamy enormous country" has to its overlav, of whi~h 
the author, rightly, I think, says that "noth ing is more 
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exhila rating than [its] philistine vulgarity. ") In view of these 
impediments, fo,·e-as di\ tinguishcd from appreciation- of 
America will be uo romantic adventure but, to put it intimatclr, 
like " marriage of convenience in which a woman fiuds herself, 
to her secret aud surprised delight, .one da) sol idly in Io,·c . 

I dwell on these matter~ of the heart only to set o fT clearl}' a 
stra ighter and more accessible road to ci ti7.cnship. It is the one 
proposed hy Lincoln. 

Let me insert here the reasons why l sha ll ~o often appeal to 
L incoln in this lect ure. First of a ll it is because he is that 
interprete r of the Declaration who has both most ~tature and 
most passion. who could say of himl>Clf that 

I have never had a feeling IX> I itica lly lhat did not spring 
from the sentiments embodied in the Declaration of 
Independence. 

But the re is also something else. Lincoln and his war, that 
haunting tragedy in which the sins of omission of the Revolu
tion were expiated, form the backdrop against which Jeffe rson 's 
secular comedy gains its brightness. You may th ink that it is 
fri volous to view the American past as an artn1l chiaroscuro. but 
I think that to partic ipate in the past :ts viewer of a play is not the 
worst way to absorb history, especially when. like the American 
past, it abounds in providential -seeming contrasts and coinci
dences. All l mean to say, however, is tha t I came to the 
Declaration through the Civil War and particularly through its 
dist illation, the Gettysburg Address. 

To return to the po int, Lincoln says of those i111111igrants who 
cannot trace their lineage back to the Revolution: 

.. . they cannot . .. make themselves fee l that thcr 
arc part of us, bu t when they look through that old 
Declaration of Independence. the)' find that those old 
men sa)' tha t " We hold these tru ths to be self-evident, 
that all men are created equal," and then they feel that 
that moral sentiment ta ught in that d:ay C\'idenccs their 
relation to those men, that it is the father of all moral 
principle in them, and that they have a right to claim it 
as though they were blood of the blood, and flesh of the 
flesh, of the men who wrote the Declaration, and so 
they are . 

This way, then, would be the highway to naturalization. 
Therefore one important question I, as au immigrant, must 
certainly ask myself is: do the sentiments of the Declaration 
engender moral opinions in me, particula rly about equality? 

II 
To begin. And first I have to subject you to a ra ther pedestrian 

reci tal of two groups of facts. partly just to recall and put them on 
record for )'Ou, partly for later refe rence. 

A. 
TI1e document kuown as the ''Declaration of lndepcn

dcncc," which was drafted by Jeffe rson for a committee whose 
other working members were Franklin and Adams, debated by 
the Contiuental Congress as a Committee of the Whole, 

r~--------------------------------------------~ 
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·'agreed to" on July 4, 1776, and ordered immediately "to be 
proclaimed in each of the united states" - this committee report 
is not the political act for which it is commonly taken. For on 
July 2, the Congress had already passed a resolution by Richard 
Henry Lee of Virginia to the effect: 

'il1at these United Colonies arc, and of right ought to 
be, free and independent States, that they a re absolved 
from all allegiance to the British Crown, aud tha t all 
political conncct icm between them and the State of 
Creal Brita in is, and ought to be, totally dissolved. 

You will recognize these words as incorporated in the last 
tXJragraph of the Dcclar;l tion; they constitu te the epochal 
political act which form:J ily initia ted the United States. That 
fact is of great significance, siucc it means that the IJeclaration is 
primarily a work of justificntion and cxplnnation, an account
g iving, not an act, logos nolergon, a~ the C reeks would say. In 
Madison 's words, it was intended to provide the rational "basis 
of the Revolutionary act .. , The Resolution of Independence had 
already sa tisfied the urgent political demand made in Tom 
Paine's pamphlet Common Sense half a year earlier: to extract 
the American colonies from the paradox of " resistance aud 
subjection,·· by com·crting them from the state of rebellion, in 
which King George had formally declared them to be, into 
"legitimate•· rcvolutionish and so to make them eligible for 
support in the eyes of the world. Paine had indeed also urged 
that a manifesto be disp.1tched to foreign courts "to set forth the 
miseries we have endured and the peaceable methods we have 
ineffectually u~d for rcdrl.'$S." Jefferson took that advice very 
exactly, giving his document the precise legal form of a 
declaration of plain till's cause for action. But the document is 
no mere apology lx:forc the nations. 

since no one nation has the right to sit in judgment 
over another, but the tribunal of our consciences 
remain~, and that also of the opinions of the world. 

It is ra ther an ingenuous disclosm c by. the American "mind" 
and "soul'' - these are jefferson's tr rms- of its principles of 
action. In Lincoln's words: 

All honor to Jefferson-to the man who, in the 
concrete pressure of a struggle for national indepen
dence by a s ingle people, had the coolness, forecast 
and capacity to in troduce into a merely revolutionary 
document, an abstract truth, applicable to all men and 
all times .... 

Accordingly the chief paragraphs, those which caused Madi
son to call the Declaration a "lucid communication of human 
rights," is written in that tone of responsible reasonableness 
which evinces "a decent respect for the opinions of mankind .. , 
, othing throws this quality into relief better than the contemp
tuous sectarian language with which the comparably influential 
document of the next century begins: 

A spectre is haunting Europe-the spectre of 
Communism .... It is high time that Communists 
should openly, in the face of the whole world, publish 
their views, their aims, their tendencies, and meet this 

July, 1976 

nursery tale of the spectre of Communism with a 
Manifesto of the party itself. 

TI1c Declaration meau~ not to threaten hut to enlighten. 

B. 
The second group of facts concerns the .. merely revolu

tionary" part oft he document. This is its middle section wi th its 
ringing "he has's, ·• iL-. twenty-seven accusations against the 
.. King of C real Britain." The sum of these is tha t he has had 

in direct object the Establi~hmcn t of an absolute 
T yranny over these States. To prove this let F'acts be 
submitted to a candid [i.e. , bcniguly receptive] World. 

The remarkable aspect of this section is tha t t·he final version 
contaius, aside from two oblique references, no mention at a ll 
of Parlia lllent and the i11jurics it had infl icted on the colonies. 
Since it is by means of this omission that the Declaration 
expresses its revolu tionary character, let me, very schematical
ly, recount what is behind it. 

I. In the first phase of the quarrel between the mother 
country and her colonies, their emphasis had been on the 
colonials' ancient rights as Englishmen, particularly in their 
economic application of "no taxation without representation," 
since the colonies were not represented in Parliament. The 
argument had sometimes lx:cn modified by distinctions be
tween permissible and impermissible taxes such as external vs. 
internal, regulatory vs. revenue-raising taxes. 

2. In the second phase the colonial argument, formulated by 
Franklin among the first, became constitutional and political. 
Representation was now no longer even sought: instead, the 
a rgument, an oddly counter-revolutionary one, was that the 
colonials were exclusively the King's subjects; Parliament was 
considered to have usurped its powers of legislation over the 
colonies in the G lorious Revolution of 1688, the very event 
Locke wrote to justify. 

3. In the fina l, revolutionary, phase the Constitutional 
question was regarded as decided by its chief proponents, like 
Adams and Jefferson, whose dra ft version of the Declaration was 
to stale flaUy that "submission to their pa rliament was no part of 
our const itution." I Icnccfo rth the argument was from the 
universal rwlural rights of num, through the " F'ac ts" proving the 
object of establishing a tyranny, ltJ the revolutionary breaking of 
the last remain ing bond, tha t with the Ki ng. 

The main logical line of this political argument as contained 
in the Declaration can be unrave lled as follows: 

I. Men are individually endowed with rights. 
2. Governments are insti tuted to secure them. 
3. When they are destructive of these rights governments 

may be altered. 
4. Facts prove that the Ki ng's government intends to destroy 

these rights. 
5. The proper agent for an alteration in the government is a 

people. 
6. The inhabitants of the United Colonies are a people. 
7. T herefore they can and should authorize the act of 

alteration. 
Now what kind of alteration did the facts support? The answer 

3 
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is set out in the opening paragraph. It is a "course of human 
Events" ''hich make~ it 

nccL>s~ary for one people to di~solve the political Bonds 
"hich have connected them '' ith another, and to 
assume among the Powers of the Earth, the separate 
and equal Station to which the laws of Nature and 
, ature's Cod en title them .... 

The passage asserts a natural right to revolution interpreted as 
separation, as independence-self-determination in contem
porary language. ' l11c right to "alter or to abolish" a government 
and to iustitutc o ucw ouc which wi ll secure individual rights is 
to be exercised by a (X!of>le and by seceding, that is, not by 
ab:.o lutcly aholishing the old government, but by withdrawing 
from it. Certain ly the Declaration uses the language of 
revolution: it speaks of "altering former Systems of Govern
ment." but it intends a territoria l withdrawal together with a 
revolutionary rc-instilu tion of the true features of the old 
system. Jefferson, following Locke, had already argued in his 
Summary View of the Rights of British America of 1774 that the 
very settling of this country was an expression of such a natural 
right of removal, the right of 

Going in quest o f new habitation ... and establishing 
ne'' soc1et•es under such laws and regulations as shall 
seem most likely to promote public happiness. 

lie alludes to th1s ri~ht again in the Declaration in his 
reference to "the Circumstances of Emi~ration and Settlement 
here." This individual "natwal right of man to expatriate 
himself. at '~ill" wa\ ,·cry important to him- it is the personal 
counterpart of a people's right of separation. 

ll1c relation between these "' o kinds of political alteration, 
secession and revolution, became the unhappy dilemma of the 
Civil War, the Confederates claiming to have good warrant for 
secession iu the founding documents, and the Unionists 
argui 11g that in this uni<1ue Union secession would amount to a 
couuter- rcvoiLIIionary, that is, rebe ll ious, destruction of that 
system of government which truly embodies the will of the 
people: such rehclliou is not supportccl by the Declaration, quite 
apart from the q uestion whether the states have a Constitutional 
right to secede from the federation. This issue, like a number of 
others, was, as we shall sec, settled in e ffect perhaps rather than 
in principle by the C ivi l W:tr. 

T he American Revolution. then . derives much of its ben ign 
character from the fact that it includes no necessary element of 
destructio n of e:.tablished governments. It seems to me that this 
happy aspect of the original act is reflected e\·erywhere in 
American life 111 its reliance on alternatives, particularly those 
permitted b~ ~p.lclomncs; a~ a curative for friction . The physical 
possibilities for exercising the right of removal ma~ now be 
much narrowed-but happily space is not the only dimension 
in "hich it can be C\ crciscd. 

Here \\C shalllea'c that "mcrcl} re,·olutionary" aspect o f the 
Declaration-~urcl) the use of that a(l\-erb "merely" does as 
much honor to Lmcoln as C\'Cr he intended for Jefferson- to 
concern ourselves "1th the perennially important paragraphs, 
those that dwell not on" hat is to be changed but on what is to be 
~cured . 
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Ill 
A. 

In reading the Declaration it is particularly necessary to 
consider Fir..! of aiiii'!Jal kind of a tex t we have before us. It is, to 
begin with, a committee report, accepted and published as an 
official document of a rcprcscnta ti,·c body. But what I want to 
take special pains to bring out is the peculiar relation it bears to 
its author. 

Let me begin by comparing its authorship to that of the 
Constitution and the f-ederalist . The articles comprising the 
f-ederalist were published under a single, suggestive pen name, 
Publius. But almost every pape r is fnirly sure ly attributable to 
o ne of three authors whose thoLtgh t~ and sentimen ts it expresses. 
T he Con:.tih ttio n. on the contrary, ma)' have a ·'fa ther" in 
spirit, Madison, and a for111u lator in committee. Gouverneur 
Morrjs, bu t its provisions, negotia ted in long debate and 
continuou~ compromise are hardly attributable to any author. It 
is a tru ly composite work, because in it are absorhccl the varying 
opinions of fifty-five men (incidentally excluding precisely 
Jefferson and Adam~). but it is not a collective work, because the 
framers were not pos~essed b) one spirit, unless it were the spirit 
of compromise. 

i O\\ consider the Declaration We all know it has one 
author. John Adams himself reports his own role in the choice 
of Jefferson , partly because Jefferson was a Virginian, partly 
because dams had 

a great Opinion of the Elegance of h is pen and none at 
all of my O\\ n . 

Jefferson was proud enough of hts authorship to "ant it to 
appear in his epitaph first amon~ his "orks and to the emphatic 
exclusion of all his offices. What is more, the drafting 
committee made only minor changes in the rough draft. ll1e 
changes made by Congress •ccmcd, to be sure, devastating to 
Jefferson and came ncar to sp<>iling the occa~ion for him. But 
they were a ll negative-Congress cut the text by a quarte r. 

Yet Adnms kept· repeating that the doculllent contained 
nothing original , that 

thc.: rc i~ not an idea in it but had been hackneyed in 
Cottgrcss fo r twn years hc.:rorc. 

Here is Jefferson'' rc~ponsc a~ expressed to Madison: 

... whether I gathered my ide:•s from reading or 
reflection l do not know. I lnow only that I tumcd to 
neither book or pamphlet while writing it ... I 
thought it a duty to be. on that occasion, a passive 
auditor of the opiuions of others .... 

And again, he \\rotc that the Declaration was intended to make 
the proper appeal to the tribunal of the "orld, but 

l'ot to lind out llC\\ principles. or nc\\ arguments. 
nc\'er before thought of. not merely to say things which 
had ne,er been said before, bnt to place before 
mankind the common ~cnsc nf the ~ubjcct; in terms so 
plaiu and fin11 as to c<Jlllllland their assent ... :-leither 
aim in~ at onginali" of princtple or sentiment, nor ret 
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who have full p<>\\Cr to do what independent slates may of right 
do. 

From a reading of the mere text it is impossible to tell "hcther 
"the United States of America" and the '·Free and Independen t 
States·· are an entity or a collection. (The issue seeu1s to have 
been as doubtfully phrased in the states; for instance, the 
provincial comenlion of \ laryland resolved on June 28, 1776, 
to "concur with the other united colonies .. . in declaring the 
uu1ted colonies free and mdcpcndenl states.") 

Both the Rcsolul ion and the Declaration were approved hy 
the twelve delegations so authori:r.cd, in state conventions and 
voting by states. O n the other hand the ir authority is said to 
come fwm the people as a whole. Did the colonies then 
undergo their conversiou iulo states in union o r separately? 
Docs the Union precede the ' tales in such a way as tu ha,·e 
superior sovereignly? The intent of the signers WH~ almost 
certainh that ··united sta tes" should mean ··states un ited, •· 
which unplie~ the prioritr of the slates. r\ literal construction, 
however. permits the other reading. 

Lincoln wa~ the ~trong proponent of this alternative under
standing that the Union anticip;Jtc<i stafl•hood a11<l the event of 
the C ivi l War confirmed this interpretation: the states arc not 
ultimate ly sovereign. 

C. 
' I he most fruitful que~tion , flna llr, settled in fact but not 

necessarily forever o r in principle, i ~ whether the Declaration 
entails a particular ~ind of governmcul or not. This is what the 
text says: 

... T hat to ~ccu re these Rights , Covt:rnmenls ;uc 
instituted anumg :-..'h:n, deriving their just Powers frnm 
the Conscut of the Coverncd. tha t whenever an} Fonn 
of Government lx:comes destruct ive of these l•:nds. it is 
lite Right of the People to alter or aholish it. and to 
institute new Government. laying its Fouuda tinn~ on 
such Principles, and orga11izing its Powers in ~uch 
Form as to them shall see1n mml likel)' to c: • .ffcct the ir 
Safel) and 1-lappine!.S. 

It seems pretty clear that the right of rc\Oiution is hc rc 
regarded as reaching arry govern mcut \\h<lt~oe, c r. 1\o govern
ment is w complete or so pcnnanent an incarnation of the I rue 
pri nci pl e~ of governmeul as to he un touchable. Indeed, 
Jefferson contended that 

110 society can 111ake a pcrptl ual constitution. 

It is eq11nlly clear that an)' new government must have, as a 
necessa•> feature. the consent of the govemed. Here Jefferson 
follows Locke exactly enough. 

But a whole congeries of great que~tions is not answered by 
the text: Can consent be passed down through the generations, a 
proposition )effersou e lsewhere strenuously denied? Ooes gov
ernment b> consent nccc~sa rily imply, a~ it did for Locke, 
majoritarian government? And ought majoritaria n government 
to be constilntional government? And does constitutional 
government mean republican i!Overnmenl? And that in turu a 
representative dcmoeracv? What jefferson himself thought is 
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clear from his other writings: he was a ma joritarian, a 
const itu tionalist, an enemy of "artificial aristocracy," or 
monarchy, a supporter of the represen tative principle, and 
America's "greatest democrat"' according to Tocquevillc. No 
doubt his preferences are somehow behind tJ1e Declaration. But 
the text itself docs not say any of this- it couflnes itself to a 
mention of "likely" governmental principles. I' or: 

. .. the same original principles, modified in practice 
according to' the different habits of different na tions, 
present governments of ve ry different aspects, 

while the Declaration is iulent on such "original princ iples" 
only. 

n 1creforc, although we ha\c in accomplished fact a constitu
tional, represent~tive repuhlic. consent to which is plausibly 
inferred from the mere fact of continued habitation, the 
ultimate t·hcoretical question remo1ius opeu: what is meant by 
'·consent" and what go,·ermnents can claim it? And in its 
urgen t, contemporary applica tion: could any popuh1r govern
ment claiming conseut on purely theoretica l grounds. for 
instance a " people's dicta torship," secure those rights whose 
prescr\ation is, in the Declaration, the purpose of government? 
I tl1ink the answer is no and that the natu re of n1c rights 
enumerated precludes certain kinds of government from claim
ing consent , but this most press ing topic is beyond my scope for 
tonight. 

I conclude only that our tradition becomes more universal b) 
being regarded as having two ~ources, one of which, the 
Declaration, is on a much higher level of ab~lraction thau the 
second. On the othcr hand. the tradi tion is made more coherent 
when it is sh0\\11 that th~t second source. the Constitution, is 
not only compatible but even supremely consonant with thc 
fbt. 'J'he most interesting \\ork in American political theor) 
seems to m e to deal with these matters. 

v 
1ow to the paragraph coutaining the ··abstract truths. ·• In 

\Hcstling with its meaning I shall take into account its na ture as 
a text of "'harmouizing sentiments" - and therefore expect 
neither deep coherence rror diffuse generalities, but bounded 
JX>ssibilities of meaning. And I shall regard its a1nbiguities not a.\ 
accidenta l Oaws but a~ revea ling consequences of its mode of 
authorship. 

A. 
We hold these Truths to be self-evident , 

that all tvlen are created equal . .. 

"all r\1en" 

As has been shown, the best read ing of "all men·· is that it 
means all men: ··Thi~ the) said, and this the)' meant'" h 
Li ncolu· s brusque comment. Fu rt·l1ermore, Li nco In expa nels: 
these truth~ are "applicable to all men and all times." He is 
c la iming that this par.1graph coutains tire nnivcr~al political 
philosophy. It is, I bclie\·e, a correct rendering of jefferson's 
conviction that the United Stntes is fouudcd upon eternal truth. 

'lot ice, however, that the text ~peaks not of the class. man, 
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but of men, that is. of human beings taken individually. In 
logical terms: ''all men" is a ''universal" subject; "man" would 
have been " indefinite" in quantity. By not g iving a mark or 
definition of the class but allowing it to be given ~imply through 
all its members, the text becomes more concrete. less in danger 
of being trapped into the requirement of a preliminary defini
tion of "man" -an unnecessary exercise since human beings, 
when not self-deluded, arc always able to recognize each other's 
humanity. 

What is more, the phrase discourages all class-bound 
equali ty. The discriminable sub-classes of mankind, the reli
gions, the races, the sexes, may present themselves for inclusion 
as the issut: arises, but they are absorbed not as members of the ir 
sub-class but as "men," that is, as human beings; ne ither equal
it)' (nor. it fo llows, rights) can belong to "minorities," o r for that 
matter ··majorities, ·• but only to human being~. ouc by one, as 
mc•nhcrs of the human class taken, in logical terms, ·'cxten
sivclv,'' through :1ll its members. 

"are created equaf' 
I. It is usual to minimize the theological weight of the word 

"created," not \~ithout good cause, as I will further show under 
the word "Creator." Jefferson did believe in a sudden and single 
creation of the world and its species. Cod 1nade the kinds which 
then propagate according tn their species nature. Hence, 
though the species me created, each human being is not a 
crcatnrc in the direct sense: its crcaturclincss, that is, its 
dependent re lation on its creator, is not its essential characteris
tic. I lencc the source of Christian ~;:qua l ity, which is the fact 
that we arc all souls shaped in the image of our creator, cannot 
be Jefferson's. We may therefore say that in thi~ text equality is 
not grounded in theological consideration~. 

2. Whence, then, does our equal it)' derive? 
A second possible source is an original sl"ate of nature, such as 

Locke set out. Let me quote his whole f.unou~ pas~gc because it 
echoe~ through the Declaration: 

The state of nature has a law of nature to govern it 
which obliges everyone; and reason, which is that law, 
teaches all mankind who will bu t consult it tha t being 
a ll equal and independent [Jefferso n'~ rough draft read: 
"all men arc created equal and independent"], no one 
ought to harm another in his life, hea lth. liberty, or 
possessions .... 

In this state of nature men are in 

A state of equality, wherein all the power and 
jurisdiction is reciprocal, no one having more than 
another; there being nothing more evident than that 
creatures of the same sp<.'Cics and rank, promiscuously 
born to all the same advantages of nature and the usc of 
the same faculties, should also be equal one amongst 
another without subordination or subjection. 

ow Jefferson does on occasion make reference to a state of 
na ture a~ having existed before the org;mization of political 
society, bnt l have found no evidence that he conside red such 
an original state of nature to be the source and warrant for 
human equality. 
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or is help to be found in the fi rst paragraph of the Declara
tion, and its re fe rence to "the Laws of Nature and of Nature's 
Cod," since the relation of thi~ nature and its laws, and Locke's 
law of nature are obscure. Indeed, the phrase itself, which 
Jefferson had already used in his Summary View, is 
difficult: I low many sets oflaws are intended? '!'hose of Cod and 
in addition those of nature? Or are these- this is more 
likely- one and the same, as in the tradition found in Aquinas' 
"Treatise on Law", where natural law is but divine law made 
accc~sible to reason? Again, why are there "Laws" in the plural? 
Are they the sevcml dictates of reason which arc comprised in 
Locke's law? Or moral laws that "natu re has written,'' in 
Jefferson's phrase? Or are they ra ther tht: "laws of na ture" as 
normally understood and, on an occasion, referred to by 
Jefferson himself- Newton's laws of physical motion? Newton 
was, along with Bacon and Locke, one of Jeffe rson's admired 
"trinity," and it is possible that he had in mind a Hobbesian 
analogy between the bodr politic and a Ne\•1onian system of 
equivalent moving atoms organized by mutually exerted forces 
of repulsion and attraction. Or are they. as Paine implies in the 
Rights o( Man, sociological laws? It is a hard exerci~e for another 
day to answer these questions, not least of all because of the 
peculiar way, having in it a certain heedlessness born of 
independence, in which Jefferson's sources were filtered 
th rough his memory, the words being prcsc• ved but the context 
shi fti ng. 

3. So the remaining interpretation is tha t equality in the 
Declaration must be taken to a rise in a th ird way, that is, not by 
the divine crea tion of souls, nor through an original natural 
stale, but by an ever-present charactt:ristie: our birth, our 
nature. That uature is ours onlr remotely br reason of our 
divine origin. More immediately we participate in it by reason 
of being humankind, thinking bodies, ratiom1l animals, natures 
bam\\ ithin Nature. Our equality springs from our membership 
in one Cod-created species and is re-iteratt:d ate\ ery birth. Tom 
Paine speaks of ''fhe unity of man" by which he means 

Thnt all men arc born equal, and with cqnnl natural 
righ t, in the sa111e manner as if posteri ty had been 
continued by creation instead of generation .... 

We may speculate that Jefferson jibbed at the unqualifiecl 
statement that "all men arc by nature equal.·· Indeed, when 
speaking of nature directly, he claims, not quite consistently, 
that c lasses. orders. genera and species are the arbitrary work of 
men and that ''her creation is of individuals, .. indefinitely 
varied, and hence, I suppose. incommensurable. 

"equal" 
othing ~hould concern us more in the Dt:claration than the 

delinea tion of the u1eaning of equulitv. 
ow just as there is evidently 110 reference to equality of 

primeval condi tion, so there appears to be no warrau t for 
supposi11g that there is in the Declaration a defi 11i tc dcul;llld for 
an equality of actual condition. The strict intention oft he text is 
revealed by Jeffe rson's original phra~ing. which became a 
casu;•lty oft he condensing he himself thought itncccssar} to do. 
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It read: 

We hold these truths to be sacred and undeniable, that 
all men are created equal and independent; that from 
that equal creation they dcri\·c rights inherent and 
inalienable .... 

And in a next stage he IITOtc: 

... they a re endowed by their Creator with equal 
rights .... (My italics.) 

These wordings arc clcnrcr than that of the final text. They 
show what is there left doubtful, namely the relation of men's 
being a1ual to their be ing endowed by their crea tor with certain 
rights. In the o riginal version equality is explicated as a ground 
o r source of rights. Equality me;~ns equality of rights. 

This interpretation was accepted and carried to its conclusion 
by Lincoln. who sa:,-'S: 

I think that the authors of that notable instrument 
intended to include all men, but they did not intend to 
declare all men equal in all res(x!cts. They did n()t 
mean to say that all 11erc equal in color. size, intellec t, 
moral developments, o r ~ocial capacity. They defined 
with tolerable distinc tness, in what respects they did 
consider all men created equal-equal in "certain 
inalienable rights .. . . " 

In this understanding, equali ty i~ a 11 o rigina l sameness of 
humanity with respect to one kind of capacity , the ki nd called a 
right, or rather a definite complex of rights- not needs, not 
po:,:,e~ions, not virtues, not claims to love, but rights. From this 
point of \'icw equality. which 11011ld seem. after all. to be first of 
all a quantitati\'e notion, i~ con1ertcd into sameness, a quality. 
Or even more precisely. cqualitr is a capacil} rather than a 
property; it plays the role of a substrate 11 hich may be endowed 
with properties, that is, rights. ( l ienee the full explication of 
equality is thrown forward onto the rights enumerated in the 
next clause.) This substrate may, in fact, be understood as the 
matter of humankind itself, ns ''the species," in jefferson's term. 

One addition: men having such original sameness of capacity 
as I have articulated do not on that account lend themselves to 
homogenization-to the making alike of all to aJI. F'or this 
modern miasma there is no, repeat no. warrant in our founding 
word: Jefferson delighted in the ineradicable variety of men. 

And ret there is a substantive meaning, bearing something of 
its ordinary quantitatii'C levelling. egalitarian sense, attached to 
the term equality a~ it has entered American life from the 
Declaration. It too ought to be given its place, particularly since 
Jefferson himself had tendeucic~ that way, that is, toward 
regarding equality in itself as a positively desi rable condit ion. 
Jefft!rson was, to be sure, a proponent of " natural aristocracy" 
and <(uite capable of speaking of a school selection process as 
raki ng geuius from the "mbbish." But he also counted among 
his greatest accomplishments his authorship of the Virgin ia law 
against primogeniture which resulted in more equal distribu
tiou of landed property. and he once spoke of"lovcly equality." 
So there can be no question that he, and certainly Lincoln, 
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viewed a certain equality of condillon, achieved slowlv and 
lawfully, as a desirable goal for the future. · 

I think that from these two ront notions of equality-equali!)• 
a~ a capability and as a condition taken together arises the 
f.uniliar and well-founded understanding of equality as equal 
condition of opportunil). This understanding underlies all 
legitimate efforts to equalize. for instance, education, which is 
the pure materialization of opportunit). The 111arl.. oflegitimaC) 
of such efforts is always that rc~cntmcut pia~;, no role in them 
and that equalization is not only in intention but also in effect 
upward rather than downward. Then it becomes a matter of 
mere logic that given equal opportunity. and assuming that 
abi lities were really roughly equal, approximate equality of 
condition-an equality spiced with diversity- will result. The 
outcome could be entrusted to time and the long run; a sensitive 
quc~tion left open in the Declara tio n. nnmelv what the notion 
of equality might contain beyond equality of rights. need uot be 
sett led in principle beforehand al all. It seems to me a 
reasonable extension of the Declaration- this egalitarianism 
not of intention but of effect. 

But hert! as nowhere else the Declaration is supple enough 
not merely to support, but to ask for, a personal concern with 
1t- to demand a pri1·ate interpretation. l lere is the place to ask 
myself: b the principle of equality really in Lincoln's sense a 
moral source to me? I find-and Lam sure I am not alone in 
this - that I can grow q uite hea ted when I hear it flatly denied in 
public, but that within myself I adhere to it without any fervor, 
although perhaps with a kind of compensating fi rmness. I think 
I ought to ;,ay from what motives. I adhere to it: 

I . F'rom ignorance: I have a ~uspicion that in themselves 
human beings are radical!)' unequal in crucial respects- that if 
their ;,ouls were ~isible, some would be lit11e and mean and 
others large and ICJ\<Jble. But I do not know, e1er, what soul a 
g11·en body envelops. Recall the "noble lie" of Plato's Republic; 
the lie of it is not the claim that human souJs arc of different 
metal, but that the metal of the soul can be unerringly assared. 
In truth, we cannot even say on what occasion a human being 
docs reveal himsel f truly, whether at a moment of crucial 
decision or under the ste:1dy burden of ordinary life. One thing 
is certa in: tha t those who claim to be the best and the brightest 
have often mistaken sophistication for excellence. 

2. From the experience of suffe ring: pain is a wonderful 
cqlmlize r, and while it seems entirely thinkable that the quality 
of bliss varies widely, it is impossible to feel that misery does. 

3. F'rom a sense of scale: under the aspect o f eternity or the 
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measure of infinity human beings all appear pretty nearly 
equally tiny. 

4. From incommensurability: in their particularity human 
beings arc so incomparable that one might as well call 
them equal-equally peculiar. 

S. From a feel ing of fellowship: because in the long run the 
common concerns tum out to be the most serious concerns and 
ordinary ways the wisest ways. Add to this the direct friendliness 
that the American principle of equality induces in human 
intercourse. Aristotle asserts tha t friendship ''holds together" the 
city sta te; the casual fellowship of American public life seems to 
me to serve as the appropriate counterpart of that cement for a 
great national state. 

I might therefore say that I feel no passion, but a ~teady 
inclination toward this principle of equality which cannot fail to 
influence my conduct. and so it is a source of morality for me. 
But my reasons for adhering to it arc very different from those 
implied in the Declaration- they ha\'C next to nothing to do 
with an)' inherent nature of man, and C\'erything \\ ith the 
limitations of the human condition. And yet I shall maintain 
thai it is permissible, and even appropriate, to uphold the great 
text in this subversive way ( which ma)' not C\'Cil be so far from 
that of Lincoln). For to show that a truth may have several roots 
serves to eonfinn its acceptability. or is its self-evidence 
impugned by this re-rooting, for my motives all come from a 
kind of immediate, if subdued, sentiment and arc therefore 
somehow axiomatic. 

II note: in his rough draft Jefferson had written "equal and 
independent. " We may speculate that Jefferson reconsidered 
the phrase because it seemed inappropriate to affirm the 
independence of individuals in a document declaring the 
founding of an independent nation. 

B. 
The paragraph continues: 

that they are endowed by their Creator with certain 
unalienable Rights, .. . 

''endowed" 
As in this text, so in Jefferson'sSummary View of tire Rights of 

British America of 1774, rights are Cod's gift: 

The Cod who gave us life, gave us liberty ... 

But sometimes it is nature from whom rights come immediate
))~ 

. . . man was a rational animal, endowed by nature 
with rights. 

And sometimes, in a more pre~ise vein , the people claim 

their rights as derived from the laws of nature. 

The chain of derivation is, therefore, not clearly fixed in 
Jefferson's writings. I speculate again that he omitted nature, the 
intermediary between Cod and man, in the text before us 
because he could not quite support the juxtaposition of equal 
endowments with nature. 
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"by their Creator" 
In the rough draft Jefferson spoke only of "created" and 

"creation." Then he decided to name the agent. But the 
theological definition of the endowing Creator is slender. 

Cod is indeed introduced in a neat complex of political roles 
in the Declaration (as he had been in the Dccl:lration of'75). He 
is the founder of the Uni\-erse ("Nature's Cod''), universal 
legislator ("Laws of ' aturc''), chief judge ("the Supreme Judge 
of the World") and chief executive (''the Protection of Divine 
Providence"). But the very completeness of the political 
metaphor may give warning of this di vinity's weak theological 
character- deep critics of the enlightenment have pointed out 
that its god, the "Supreme Being," cannot help but be a 
transcendental vacuum. I do not for a minute mean to imply 
that the Signers did not feel great reverence for the "Supreme 
Being," but rather that it was rational reverence more than the 
saving faith of traditional Christianity. 

In fact, as many tennsasJefferson has for the Ruler of man, so 
many has he for the Maker of nature, for instance. "Fabricator" 
and "Superintending power." But these tcnns arc no more 
intended as transcendental determinations than the others. 
Jefferson hated theological speculations (it is probably the only 
thing he hated.) They are meant rather as tributes to the product 
of the divine operation, the well-designed, self-regulating 
world. In sum: 

Of the nature of this Being we k11ow nothing 

Indeed, Cod's definition is more than slender, it is self
attenuating. fo'or Jefferson's strongest characteriwtion of Cod 
happeus to COllie in the Virginia Statute of Religious Freedom 
(the second document he wished mentioned on his epitaph). 

ow this law begins: 

Well aware that Almighty Cod hath created the mind 
free 

and soon concludes that 

our civil rights have no clependeucc on our religious 
opiuions. 

Here as elsewhere Jefferson values freedom of conscience 
more than substantial truth: 

Difference of opinion is advantageous in religion. 

l ienee he wi ll always consider the maintenance of Cod-given 
freedom more interesting than the defense of particular religi
ous truths. blithely disregarding the fact that his warrant for 
doing so is itself a religious dogma. In this way "the Holy Author 
of our religion" is himself made to undef\uite the absence of 
religious substance from political life. Jefferson's Creator is 
eventually the guarantor of his creatures' insouciant relation to 
him. 

"certain" 
In the rough draft, Jefferson wrote: "Equal rights, some of 

which arc inherent and inalienable." (M)• italics.) Among the 
rights not inalienable is the right of property, that is, property 
not acquired by one's own labor. Evideutly he decided to make 
no mention of such rights at all. 
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The three primary rights he enumerates a re, again, not the 
only ones with which human beings are ma/ienabl)• endowed. 
At the same time the word "certain" suggests that their number 
is not to be indefinitely multiplied. Nonetheless it is pregnant 
with the contemporary inclination to enlarge substantially the 
list of rights. A reflection on the word "unalienable" and on the 
enumerated rights themselves can give the clue to which 
additional rights are legitimate. They would, in general, be the 
rights which arc the conditions of possibility of gain ing goods 
rather than those which give access to goods directly. Jefferson 
h imself listed quite a few such subsidia ry righ ts, for example, 
the natural right of free trade, in his Summary View. 

"unalienable" 
Jefferson had first written "inherent and unalienable." The 

"Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen" of 1789, the 
fundamental document of the F'rcnch revolution fo r which the 
American Declaration served, selectively, as a source, speaks of 
"natural, imprescriptible and una lienable" as well as "sacred" 
rights, and Thomas Paine adds the adjectives ''indefeasible" and 
"heredita ry," and Adams adds "essential." The very profusion 
of te rms shows tlte indeterminateness of the notion. It is, in 
brief, that lhe rights so described can be nei ther taken away from 
nor given up by any human being. Speaking philosophically, 
they are primary properties of human nature; in fact, the terms 
" inherent" and ··natural" are practically convertible. 

What is here most worthy of note is a wonderful inconsis
tency which arises within the text in connection with the notion 
of inalienable righ ts. For " in support of this Declaration," the 
Signers proclaim with state ly enthusiasm, "we mutually pledge 
to each other our Lives, our Fortunes, and our sacred Honor." 

How can they make this pledge? The inalienable right to life 
precludes it. It seems to me the merest sophism to argue that we 
;~re precluded from alienating our right to life, but we may 
a lienate our lives. On that argument any tyrant may claim to be 
takiug merely the life while leaving the right secure. The 
inalienabili ty of life must surely mean something crudely 
straightforward: that life can be neither taken nor given freely, 
but only under compulsion of necessity. Yet the Signers offer 
the ir lives freely. 

Indeed, something similar can be said of the other two 
pledges. Jefferson had de li bera te ly substituted a new right in the 
Lockean list of rights which included life, liberty and property. 
As I have mentioned, he regarded it as a " moot question" 
whether property, at least inherited property. is an original 
natural righ t, and hence it is not among the rights to be secured 
by government. At the same time many of the Signers, Jeffe rson 
included, were men of fortune. (The Annapolitan Charles 
Carroll , heir to Lhc first or second greatest fortune on the 
continent, defiantly added "of Carrollton," the name of his 
residence down on Spa Creek, so as to be the more readily 
identifiable as the rich Carroll.) It was, in fact, their fortunes 
which gave them the leisure and the means to make a 
revolution. And finally, they were men of honor, such men as 
in their own lives consider their duties rather than their rights, 
including, of course, the Declaration's own sole Duty, that of 
"throwing off" despotic government. 
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In sum, the Declaration incorporates what I will term the 
"Founders' Paradox": that the world out of which they acted was 
in some ways richer and finer-more daring and less self
centered-than the one which they fought to found. For that 
new world was based, at least in its foundi ng theory, on security 
and self-interest. This peculiar deprivation of the beneficiaries 
of a revolution is the theme of Liucoln's speech on " the 
Perpetuation of o ur Po litical Institutions;" it seems to me that it 
is very much the crux of o ur present much-debated decline in 
mora le. 

" Rights" 
This is the most potent and tl1e least lucid word in the text. 

I low are we to understand these primary properties of our 
nature? The classical te rm "natural right" signifies what is 
right by the nature of things: natural justice o r right as against 
what is right by human convention . Such natural right is 
disclosed in a metaphysical inquiry. In contrast the use of the 
word in the plural, "rights," implies some sort of patent claim 
justifiab le in law. Locke's theory, which Jefferson himself 
considers a source, is quite consistent with this common use in 
positing fi rst a "natural law" from which natural rights then 
immediately a rise. 

Now it is undeniable that Locke occasionally refers to the 
"properties" of human natu re such as life, health and liberty as 
natural "rights" (Incidentally, for Locke the pre-em inently 
primary property of human nature is to have property, life being 
but our chief possession and all the others, liberty first among 
them, but supports to life). At crucial places, however, he 
defines rights as quite distinct from original properties or innate 
desires, like the desire for happiness. The rights rigorously 
derived from the law of nature, "which is reason," are not, as is 
sometimes thought, vacuous prerogatives to be what we are 
anyway, but entitlements to the defense and recovery of 
whatever state we happen to have placed ourselves in; they are 
the rights to repel invasions of our peace. So therefore tl1e idea of 
natural rights follows lucidly enough from the idea of the law of 
nature, if one can come to terms with the mode and content of 
such a universal command. 

But the notion of rights which filtered through Jefferson into 
the Declaration was a much blunter, not to say, cruder one. Its 
one and only American theorist was ·n,omas Paine, the first part 
of whose Rights of Man Jefferson endorsed when it appeared in 
1791 . I think Paine's view was a stark version of the common 
opinion and can be used to explicate what was in Jefferson's 
m ind. Paine defines: 

Natural rights are those which pertain to man in 
right of his existence. 

Is this in telligible? I may a rg ue that something is righ t (or 
wrong) by reason of nature, tl1at is, the complex constitution of 
being, but can 1 assert justifiable claims by mere reason of 
existence? Existence is a fact , and, it seems to me, from a fact no 
claim can follow, but only from a refl ection on implications and 
relations. The truth is, 1 think, that the so-called "natural rights 
philosophy" is opaque because it is a covert, an elliptical moral 
theory, a theory about what ought to be rather than what is. But 
for a specific rhetorical purpose, namely that of representing 
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nature herself as supporting its claims, the moral aspect is 
obscured. 

or can this m issing moral basis be straightforwardly 
supplied, because it does not consist of substantial articulable 
moral principles. It is rather a purely formal imperative, namely 
the general injunction to take public life morally, to moralize: it 
does uot concern what we ought to think and do, but what we 
are encouraged to feel , aud that is-indignation. The claim that 
there are rights by nature is at bottom an invitation to resist 
ind ignantly the perversions of man. And it furthermore enlists 
the faculty for indignation on the side of the desires, conve
niently interpreted as needs. f'or these are thought to be more 
irrepressibly natural and always know their purpose, whereas 
reason is in~trumental and adaptable. You will remember that 
in Plato's Republic, the first text of classical political philosophy, 
the reverse is the case: the faculty of indignation, the middle part 
of the soul, sides with the reasoning faculty. 

But the first text of our republic, I claim, entitles us to feel 
indignation when our needs or desires arc disappointed of 
fulfillment. Consequently tha t feeling docs indeed pervade 
American modes of argument. It seems to me, I should add, a 
great bless ing, precisely because human nature is not what the 
natural rights theory presents it to be: self-assertion is not a 
universal fact. Human beings arc capable of li ving with almost 
indefinitely diminished requ irements and even of resigning 
their right to li fe by foregoing self-defense. The theory is, 
therefore, false in simple f;act, but it is sa lutary in causing people 
to aetas if it were true. It drives them out of the dreary limbo of 
resignation, which is the chief blight of bad polities. Further
more, Jefferson himself ga\'c the moral aspect of the theory so 
noble a cast as almost to return it to its ancient origin in natural 
justice. 

One more o~ervation: the Declarat ion does not explicitly 
associate the term "natural'' with "rights." So also in current 
public life when we talk, as we incessantly do, of our rights we 
make no reference to nature. Probably rightly, since the theory 
is almost impossible to pursue to its roots; "nature" turns 
out-certain!)• for Jefferson- to be chieAy a resting place for 
reason. He almost routinely appealed to nature as the last resort: 
nature is responsible for everything from our moral sense to our 
propensity to being either Whig or Tory. 

And vet the re is something salutary in reminding oursel\'cs 
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that our righ ts were first tl10ught of as coming from nature, for 
even in its forshortened usc that word directs our thoughts to a 
scheme of things within which to locate our own requirements 
and forestalls the chief danger in the life of indignation
infinite demands. Furthermore, unperspicuous as it is in its 
philosophical foundation, its ingenuousness ga ins stature, I 
think, when compared to the alternative derivations which 
superseded it in the next century, for instance that rights inhere 
originally in nations rather than men, or arc rooted in history or 
arise dialectically in economic classes. 

c. 
that amor1g these are Life, Liberty, and the 
Pursuil of Happiness -

These enumerated rights together delimi t the matter in the 
formal notion of rights. Jfor that very reason I shall make short 
shrift of them here, since tonight I am pursuing the formal 
aspects, the "how" of the.: Declarat ion r:1 thcr than its "what," its 
substance. 

"Life" 
By the fifth article of the Bill or Rights , among whose chief 

supporters was Jefferson, persons arc protected against depriva
tion of "life, liberty, or propert) without due process of law" at 
the hands of the government. But the natural right to life of the 
Declaration is precisely to be secured by the government; from 
that point of vic" the Fifth Amendment is a safeguard of a 
safeguard, the precautionary complement of the Declaration. 
However, it seems to be the case with us that these secondary 
safeguards of our civil rights play a more respectable and 
honored role in public debate-they arc. after all , part of the 
Constitution-than our private safet)•: We are a nation without 
political executions and with an appall ing number of private 
murders. Yet the te,..tofthe Declaration could be c ited in behalf 
of the "law and o rder" ~ide of the dchatc. It seems to me to 
support Lhe contention that the right to li fe requires the 
government to protect c itizens at:ainst each other just as much 
as it requi res that the c iti1.cn be protected aga inst the govern
ment. Afte r all, the more fu ndamenta l of the two texts says tha t 
the powers of government arc.: to he organized in such a form as 
is most likely to effect our safety , and the twen ty-seventh and 
final accusation against the king deals just with his failure to 
protect his subjects aga inst each other. T he problem of 
energetic versus iu trusivc government a lready lies wi thin the 
Declaration. 

"Liberty" 
The most complex and most precarious right is liberty. It was, 

I bclic\'c, the one dcarc~t to Jefferson, especially as it relates to 
the free "diffusion of knowledge." In writing of the younger 
generation I.e ~id: 

We have spent the prime of our lives in procuring 
them the precious blessing of liberty. Let them spend 
theirs in showiug that it is the greatest parent of science 
and virtue . . .. 

And he was perfectly deaf to the chief problem of liberty, which 
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is that of its compatibi lity with equality as set out by Tocqucvil
le. The place is the chapter ''Why Democratic Nations Show a 
More Ardent and Enduring Love of Equality than Liberty" in 
Part II of Democracy in America, which is indeed the text to go 
to whenever in perplexity about America's deepest difficulties. (I 
recommend also the chapter o n "Liberty and Equality" in 
Calhoun's Disquisition on Government.) In omitting to discuss 
liberty, I am in effect leaving out the substance of the 
Declaration. One observation is necessary with reference to the 
next right: Jefferson still distinguishes libe rty, as implying an 
ardous public preoccupation, from the private pursuit of 
happiness. 

" the Pursuit of Happiness" 
By the deliberate substitution of "the Pursuit of Happiness" 

for "prosperi ty" in the Lockean list, Jefferson conveys that th is 
pursuit is the specifical ly American right. And furthermore he 
thcrch)' succeeds in renlOving from the "abstract" portion of the 
found ing text for the world's most prosperous country any 
reference whatsoever to any economic system or even to 
prosperity. Indeed Jefferson's vision of republican prosperity was 
pastora l, no t industrially productive. 

The question is: what does the phrase intend? The word 
pursuit in those days was used more commonly than now to 
mean "practice," as when we speak of pursuing a profession. 
The Virginia Declaration of Rights of June '76 included the 
right of ' 'pursuing and obtaining happiness and safety.'' It is 
possible that Jefferson omitted the reference to "obta ining" as 
redundant. The Declaration itself speaks of the form of 
govemment most likely to effect the people's "Safety and 
Happiness." The phrase was therefore very probably in tended to 
mean "l iving in the practice of happiness . plying it." 

We may ask what is meant by the "practice of happiness. "To 
judge fro m Jefferson's own, if 11{lt quite representative, then 
certainly exemplary, way of life, the meaning is not far from 
Aristotle's defin ition of happiness as a practice, that is, an 
"activity of the soul in accordance with excellence.'' The 
pursuit; Jefferson thought of as giving happiness were the 
perfecting of his estate, Monticello, and study, for instance, 
mathematics. Thus he evident ly lo nged for time to indulge in 
the "delicious luxury," as he termed it, of studying highe r 
degree curves, or in the "sublime luxury" of reading C reek and 
Latin authors in the origina l. Public affairs, on the other hand, 
he regarded as an almost unmitigatedly unpleasant duty which 
removed him from virtuous pleasures, and would have wrecked 
his happiness, were not happiness dependent on doing one's 
duty. We sec that the Declaration embodies a view of happiness 
which is private but not mean or merely material. 

Yet the common and accepted reading of this righ t is quite 
d ifferen t, and, I think, not without its fitness. The pursuit o f 
happiness is usually taken as the " hunting after happiness." as in 
the pursuit of a fugitive. In this meaning the right is thought of 
as an invitation to an endless quest for an end tha t is by the very 
terms of the right forever elusive, that is to say, an indefinite 
chase incited by ever-raised expectations. Tocqueville, in the 
chapter "Why Americans are so Restless in the Midst of 
Prosperity'' speaks of the 
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strange melancholy which haunts the inhabitants of 
democratic countries in the midst of their abundance. 

Death overtakes them before they arc weary of 

the bootless chase of that complete felicity which 
forever escapes [them]. 

It is implied in this melancholy pursuit of an elusive goal that, as 
Tocqueville observes, true brute material ism is rare in America. 

The Declaratiou then fumishes a text for two American ways: 
either the serene practice of or the melancholy pursui t of a 
private happiness. But again it embodies something beyond 
what it projects, since the composer and the signers of the 
Declaration were surely sometime in the .course of their activity 
translated from the mode of a modern state to that of an antique 
polis, that is to say, ra ised to a ' 'sublime pleasure," an 
unsurpassable peak, of public e lation. And if not in its course, 
then, at least, in its remembrance: why else would both 
Jefferson and Adams have died on the afternoon of the 
Declaration's semi-ceuteuniaP 

VI 
You may have noticed tha t I have so far omitted the beautiful 

opening iambic pentameter line: 

We hold these Tmths to be self-evident .. .. 

The reason was that my main concerns tonight were the modes 
of truth-telling of this text, and its reference to self-evident tru ths 
is obvious!}' crucial in this respect. 

' ' \Ve'' 

vVho is "we"? As I have mentioned, this document is neither 
stri ctly a political act nor a fundamental law, but a declaration of 
reasons. There was punishment for resisting the Resolution of 
Independence, for instance ''death without bcucfit of clergy and 
forfei t [of] all estate" in the state of Marvland. T here are 
penalties for contravening the Constitutio1~ . But since it is 
neither revolutionary act nor social contract (for as such 
Jefferson regarded only the Constitution), there are no enforce
able sanctions on denying the " truths'' of the Declarat ion of 
Independence. Many people do. 

F'or example, the People's Bicentennial Commission reports 
that it asked 2 300 federa l employees to endorse the central 
paragraph. Over two-thirds refused with remarks l ike these: 

Looks like trash. Commie stuff. So that's what our 
Founding Fathers were up to. What is this? An 
anti-C IA thing? 

Let me say right away that po iJ ing is evidently so distorting a way 
of extracting people's opinion that, I firmly believe, hal f an 
hour's rational conversation would in many cases have brought 
out a m uch more orthodox fai th. Still , "we" is an elusive 
collection. It may be supposed that the Signers subscribed to the 
text in a more than perfunctory way, as d id also the " People" 
whom they represented and who accla imed it in the days after its 
approval. Indeed, Jefferson went so far as to call it "tl1e genuine 
effusion of the soul of our country at that time." But that the 



"we" should include later generations and us among them, is, 
apart from all oratory, ~lcly a function of individual reconsid
eration and re-affirmation. The recent publication in the local 
newspaper of texts of the Declaration signed by schoolchildren 
and citizens is a recognition, although perhaps not very 
thoughtful. of this circnmstancc. 

"hold these trulhs to be self-evident" 
This part of the opening clause clearly contains two thoughts: 

we affirm that the proposi tions following are true, and, 
morever, they are self-eviden tly true. 

"~elf-evident" 

How then arc truths held which ~rc held self-evidently? I 
think in two ways. 

I. If the ''we" was tm ly univc r~a l , if every one always held, 
and held with certainty, that the truths to follow were, as 
Jefferson said in the first draft, ''sacred and undeniable" - then 
the question conct:ming self-evidence would never arise. What 
no one denies is in fact as good :1s sclf-cvidenr. As I mentioned, 
Jefferson even made an effort to maintain such a consensus. His 
method was to 111akc the Declaration, as a document containing 
the political principles "generally approved by our fellow 
citi7.ens'' one of the required textbooks of political theory at the 
University of Virginia, and he caused its Board of Visitors so to 
resolve. 

In met, of course, there arc, besides the thoughtless detrac
tors. vel) s~:riou~ diS*ntcrs to the Declaration's self-evident 
truths. Among these john Calhoun is one with real stature, and 
h~: on a public occasion denied the central proposition, going on 
to pro,·e its falsit)• word by word. But one thoughtful dissenter 
can undermine de facto self-evidence. 

2. The ~ccond, proper, meaning of "self-evident" is 
"axio111atie," not in the modern mathematical sense of starting 
poin ts arbitrarily assumed, but in the classical sense of being a 
primary truth so immediate!)• present to the attentive reason as 
to be deemed worthy of unreserved acceptance and universal 
appl ica tion. An axiom is its own and only evidence fo r itself; itis 
manife~t; it shines out; to reject it is the mark of unreason. As 
Jefferson says in another context, namely his favorite contention 
that "we may consider each generation as a distinct nation,'' 
independent from the:: preceding one: 

These axioms arc so self-evident that no explanation 
can make them plainer; fnr he is not to be reasoned 
with who says that non-existence can control existence 
or that nothing can move something. 

But the prime examples of such starting points of reason are the 
axioms of Euclidean geometry, the "common notions" as they 
are called in the Eleme11ts. foor instance, the fifth axiom says 
that "the whole is greater than the part." Such truths can be 
evident only within a clearly envisioned mathematical universe. 
When that is breached, when, for instance, infinity is admitted, 
the axioms may appear no longer to hold, as in this case where 
the very d~:finition of infinity is that its whole can be equal to its 
parts. At that moment their self-evidence can be saved only by 
being asserted for a better defined and more restricted realm. 
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Without doubt the Fuuudiug Fathers' modes of conviction 
were based on the model of that class ical, immediate, na tural 
ruatbematics. At Will iam and Mary College Jefferson himself 
learned a logic based on <1 rnatlrcnr;• tical model especially 
stressing sdf-evidence; the ~ource was his teacher, Wi ll iam 
Small, of whom he said that he "probably fixed the destinies of 
my life.'' Hamilton begins the Thirty-first Federalist with a 
disquisition on geometrical self-evidence as found in politics. 
And Lincoln wrote must plainlr: 

One would state with great confidence that he could 
convince any sane child that the simpler propositions 
of Euclid arc true; hut, nC\Crthclcss, he would mil. 
utter!), "ith one who should deny the definitions and 
axioms. The principles of Jefferson arc the definitions 
and axioms of free society. 

In their immediacy such political axioms are, for all their lucid, 
succinct propositional form, universal passions of the soul, the 
reliable responses of a "moral sense," to usc a favorite Jefferso
nian term. 1l1at is wh)' tire Founders cherished the axiomatic 
mode- because it holds out hope of an effective consensus, 
with its basis in individual sentiment and its public manifesta
tion in thtc realm of rational discourse: Jefferson sums up: 

And: 

For the reality of these principles I appeal to the true 
foun tains of evidence, the head and the heart of every 
ra tional and honest man. (M>• italics.) 

The evidence . .. of the right to life, lihcrty, the usc of 
our fac ulties, the pursuit ofhappiuess, is not left to the 
feeble and sophistical inve~t igatior1s of reason, hut is 
impressed ou the sense of every man. (My italics). 

The Declaration. then, coutaius a public roster of these 
fervent axioms from which our society is deduced. This fact 
gives our in~titutions ;a logical cast. They arc to be regarded as 
derived consequences. as founded. It also means that the 
founding propositions themselves, insomr as they are axioms, 
are, on the one hand in no need of proof, since the~ arc 
presumed to carry immediate conviction, while on the other, 
again as axioms, they arc incapable of proof and therefore e,•er 
\"Uinerable: the foundations arc themselves unfouuded, except 
in immediate conviction. \Ne live on the knife's edge of a kind of 
faith of reason. To understand this mode a short philosophical 
reflection is necessary. 
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But before I begin on this last consideration, I want to observe 
that the axiom~ltic character especially of the principle of 
equality has at least one firm consequence: every attempt to 
construct proofs concerning the political equality or inequality 
of the human kinds-races, sexes, or any other-is a breach of 
the Declaration. An attempted proof of ine<1uality, were it 
convincing, would contradict its substance, namely. its 
''truths." But an attempted proof of equnlity is almost more 
pernicious, for it would tacitly contradict its binding form, 
namely its self-evidence. Self-evidence so assisted must be 
self-evidence annulled. In any c:1se, either sort of proof rests on 
a 111isunderstanding of the text: within the l)cclaration human 
bt: ings arc equally g ifted with rights; a ll o ther gifts ;1re irre levant 
to their standing. I think that axiomatic equalit)• is a better 
equality than the kinds which can be made or proved. 

VII 
A. 

What is the formal significance of the mathematical mode in 
which the Oeclaration is cast? 

'vlathematical reasoning goes downward, it deduces proposi
tions from axioms, but it is n(Jt in its competence to go upward to 
find thei r sources. T his middle 111ode, this bctwixt-ond-betwccn 
of thought, is treated with special inte rest by Plato, siucc it is 
where most of our reasonable activity takes place. You will 
remember that it is aligned with the upper middle part of his 
''Divided Line" iu the sixth book of the Republic. This is the 
realm of ungrounded but rc~souable hypotheses, of convincing 
assumptions yet awaiting the philosopher's deep-laid justifica
tion. It is the realm of the Declaration. 

To put it iu a stark way: our Declaration of Independence is a 
shallow text, deeply shallow. lu that lies its virtue. And now I 
owe you an explanation, first of the shallowness, and then of the 
depth. Not without design- in order to have a counterweight, 
as it were- I have been reading Hegel this year. That German 
philosopher's depth, at least, is unimpeachable, What he says 
about depth he says in the context of his system. but it seem~ to 
111e to hold on its own. He says tha t the deepes t depth is the 
comprehension of contradiction, and of the particularity of 
hu 111an evil. It is a mark of a deep account of the world that it 
contains a prec<Jriously resohed opposition and that it regards 
the embodied soul as a deep dilemma. (An apology: I am not 
citing Hegel indi~criminately. His Phenomenology contains in 
the section ou "Absolute Freedom and the Terror" the deepest 
critique of a mode represented by Jefferson in its bt!st and most 
benevolent American variation-the Enlightenment.) 

ow Jeffcrsou-that arch-American-was a model of a 
man: del ica tely scrupulous in private life, and bold eveu to 
cunning in public affairs; of strictest reserve iu tlccp-felt personal 
matters and capable of the highest eloquence, as evidenced in 
the document before us; a man to take ever-fresh pleasure in 
study, in music, in poetry (a predeliction of greatest moment to 
the Declaration), in designs, iu inventions; aucl wi th at least one 
trait of a true philosopher king, a genuine aversion to public 
office- "! have no ambition to govern men," he wrote-aud a 
determination nevertheless to do his duty. To me the unopulent 
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antique-American grace of his dining room in Monticello, 
which is an expression of his nature, represents that form of the 
good life l can best savor. 

Yet the author of the Declaration was the reverse of deep in 
Hegel's sense. His views were in thei r main lines formed early in 
life and soon attained the crystalliue state of intellectual 
possessions. The evidence is in the commonplace books of his 
youth. Ilis opinions were unrcnt by contradictions admitted 
and maintained ami gave none but passing place to human evil, 
which he regarded as a curable disease. 1 have already referred to 
his unreflective view of the relation of creature aud Creator. Of 
man himself he writes in a typical passage: 

I am among those who think well of the human 
character generally. I consider man as formed for 
society, and endowed by nature with those dispositions 
which fit him for society. I believe also, with Condor: 
cet, ... that his mind is perfectible to a degree of 
which we cannot as yet form any conception. 

He considered that self-love, the sole antagonist of virtue, could 
be subdued by education, that human knowledge could be 
increased "indefinite ly'' and that it was the American character 
rightly ''to consider nothing as desperate; to surmount every 
d ifficulty by resolution and contrivance." 

In philosophy he declared himself, in passing, an Epicurean, 
that is, an "empiric" in inquiry and a tranquil materialist in 
theory, whiJe omitting to note the dark and doubtful side of this 
doc trine; he rejected all "speculations hyperphysical and an
tiphysical;" he had faith only in "Facts" that could be submitted 
to the world. He viewed with aversion all texts which "disquiet 
the mind" by grappling with deep discords: here is what the 
author of our founding texi has to say to John Adams about the 
founding text of political philosophy: 

... I amt1sed myself with reading seriously Plato's 
Republic .... While wading through the whimsies, 
the puerilities, and unintelligible jargon of this work, I 
laid it dO\\ n often to ask myself how it could have been, 
that the world should have so long consented to g ive 
reputation to such nonsense. 

And again, although jefferson mentions Aristo tle as a source for 
the Declaration, it is hard to point to Jefferson's own usc of an 
Aristotelian text; of the Politics he 1uerelv observed that it was 
unprofitable because it lacked the id~a of rep resentation. 
Moreover, as I have poin ted out, he had a curiously disjointed 
relation to the phi losophers on whom he did , in passing, re ly, 
like Locke. The cause of this was iu part, I am per~uadcd, his 
very excellent memory for phrases, developed in assiduous 
study. since a vCr) literal partial reca ll of a text can stand in the 
way of reflection upon it. And that mode of study was, in tu rn, 
the consequence of the characteristic instrumental usc he made 
of his philosophical reading-a fascinating separate topic. 

I am noting this e\·idencc concerning Jeffe rson's un- or 
anti-philosophical, or better, counter-metaphysical, propen
sities for no derogatory purpose. On the contTary, I intend it to 
explain no t only how he ca 111c to be so unOawed and 
authoritative a hanuonizcr of sentiment~ but how, by the same 



token by which he did not descend into the depths of being, he 
refrained from hacking at the roots of life. 

The most enlightening chapters on our times of which I know 
are those in Tocqueville's book on the French Revolu tion in 
which he describes thc"/i/le rateurs," the political theoris ts who 
are, it is implied, finally responsible for its ultimate form, the 
Terror. Tocquevillc says: 

... their starting point was the same in all cases; and 
this was the belief that what was wanted was to replace 
the complex of traditional customs governing the 
social order of the day by simple, e lementary rules 
deriving from the exercise of the human reason and 
na tural law. 

These "elementary mlcs," it must be understood, are qui te 
distinct from Lincoln's "axioms of a free society.·· For the latte r 
are working hypotheses, while the former arc the principles of a 
complete system which leaves nothing undetermined, if not in 
result then in method. Jefferson·s lawyer's training and his early 
iuvolvement in affairs both kept him from being such a 
tota litarian of th<.: reason; so d id the fact tha t his early reading 
was in English rather than French writers; add to th is his endless 
curiosity and appetite for inqui ry. But most of all it was the very 
nature of his intellect which prevented him from constructing 
or even appreciating a coherent radical theory of politics and its 
grounds and inflicting it on this country. (For example: he 
ignored Rousseau.) It was an inteiJect which had a peculiar 
power oflevitation, a power of making energetic and convincing 
form ula tions without deep delving: a mathematical inte llect in 
Plato's sense. But th is very curta ilment of reasoning saves our 
text, fi rst from the harsh extremes of reason, and then from the 
J:>etrifuction which overtakes expressions of general opinion 
when the world in which they were all too securely rooted 
passes. Thus Jefferson's vigorous, indepeuclcntly reasonable 
axioms are capable of surviving their time and finding a new 
context. I have tried to give one modest example of such a 
re-appropriation of the axiom of equality. 

B. 
The document whose propositions passed th rough Jefferson's 

intellect docs not, then, eontaiu coherent deep-rooted truths. It 
is ralher, as 1 have just suggested, a writing of practical wisdom, 
a benign text. 1 have lx:cn concentrating on working out its 
diversity of possible interpretations and their sugge~tivc difficul
ties which are the consequence of its curtailed mode. At this 
moment I would like to recapitulate the substance of the 
Declaration from the point of view of its beneficence: 

I. By its speci fi c;~ lly declaratory character, this "Declara
tion" places the United States from its very hcginuiug in a 
universe of reasonable commuuica tion; by their very fouuda
tion her citizens arc obligateu to explain their actions to t11e 
,,orJd. And by the dignity of its diction and the poetry of its 
rhythm this country"s first communication sets the highest 
standards for public speech. 

2. By naming as it~ authorizing power ·'one People"' the 
document posits a unifiecl social fahric which is prior to any 
particular governmcut. 
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3. By the inclusion of the term ·'Nature" this political 
document bears within it a permanent philosophical reference 
to tile question concern ing the being oftJ1ings; and in the phrase 
"the Laws of Nature" it commi ts the country to an original 
sympathy with a world accessible to sc ience. 

4. By placing "Cod" on a political throne, attention to a 
divinity is acknowk'<lged as a fundamental aspect of public life, 
while all doctrinal definition and hence every imposi tion of 
sectarianism is eschewed. 

5. By declaring "'truths·· the text implies that for this nation a 
determination of tmth originally lies behind action; and by 
pronouncing them "self-evident" the mode of the found ing 
proposi tion is made to be tl kinu of fa ith of reason wh ich 
combines convic tion with rationa lity. 

6. By the use oftt.c logical universal "all men" the argument 
made for a specifically American occasion assumes tile dignity 
of universality. 

7. Br the assertion that men are "created equal" the 
Declaration induces a specific democratic way of life. charac
terized by public fellowship and private reserve. 

8. By in te rpreting equality essentially as equali ty in respect to 
··unalienable Rights," the Decla ra tion confi rms ci tizens in their 
sense of dignity and in a read iness to moral indignation, which 
is the spring of poli tical activi ty. 

9. By enumerating " Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of 
Happiness" as the characteristic central rights, the document 
indicates that the widest spread of actual ··safety and Happiness'" 
will be obtained by insuring the condition of the ir possibility, 
and not by del ineating and attempting to decree directly any 
particular form of the good life. 

I 0. By defining the purpose of government as being " to 
secure;: these Rights" the document lays down limits to the 
government's efforts to pron10tc the general welfare, limit~ 
which are ever ready for rcassertion. 

II . By the explicit inclusion of the people's right to "'alter or 
abolish" its government, that is, the right to revolution, the 
nation acquired an incalculable stabilizing force. since the 
pos.~ib i l ity of radical amendment is a part of its very foundation. 
And by recommending patience and "Prudence"' as well as by 
pointing to the precise justification for revolution as "'Tyranny," 
the Declaration wisely moderates this righ t of revolution. 

12. By subscribing. at the end of the doc111ncnt, to considera
tions of duty, sacrifice and honor, the Signers nobly enlarge the 
sphere of self-interest defined by the central truths. 

t the end of his life Jefferson asked himself: " Is m y Country 
the Better for ll1)' Having Lived at All?" His anS\\Cr includecl the 
mere listing: ·'the Declamtion of Independence" - justly, I 
think. 

C. 
I cannot pretend to have given suffic ient evidence for the 

rightness of the substance of the Declaration-! am, in effect. 
assuming it. I am here rather intent on discovering whether it 
would be possible to point to a peculiar {annal cause for the 
salubriousness of this text. I think it would be. I .ct me first say 
wherein it seems to me to consist. A criterion ought to be 
applied to founding texts which I think of as the criterion of 
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"least pervertibility." A text is benign if its pecul iar doctrines do 
not readily lend themselves to bad uses. The Declaration 
displays this incorruptibility-always conditioned, of course, 
on the text's being actually attended to. T he cause of this virtue 
seems to me to be the very circumstance that its right-m inded 
substance is presented in an "unfounded" but p regnantly 
rational form . 

The classical philosophers had a useful te rm for tl. is peculiar 
curta iled or shallow mode of the Declaration. They called it 
opinion, the sum of propositions he ld as true but wi thou t a full 
accoun t o f their roots in the nature of things. And if they were in 
fact truths, they called it ·'right opinion," orthe doxa, or
thodoxy. Right opinions are unthought-out thought. Clearly 
axioms a re right opinions of a peculia rl y pure, luc id, rational 
sort. The Declaration is the ve ry exempl ification of right 
opinion. 

No phi losophical issue seems to me of more politica l interest 
and yet more perplexing than our abi li ty use the inte llect in this 
localized way and yet to use it very sound!)' · lt is a kind of 
mystery: the mystery of the instrumental use of reason. 

But this much at least is eviden t: that for d ifferent peoples 
such "right opinion" is differently related to the depth of being 
as known to their own sages. In each the practical intelligence 
laboring within the world is differen tly connected with the 
reflective intellect concerned about the world. Some peoples 
walk in d irect obedience to the law of their Cod; some exist in a 
st<Jte organized by the kind of radical theory called ideology; 
some live enmeshed in the tough but delicate web of tradition; 
this nation is what it is through being conceived in Jiber(\' and 
dedicated to a proposition. 

To give an example: the way of tradition, the E nglish way 
which jeffe rson's friendly antagonist Adams thought next best to 
o ur own, is thus described by Edmund Burke in his Reflections 
on the French Revol utior1: 

VIc know that we have made no discove ries; and we 
think that no discoveries a re to be made, in mora lity; 
nor many in the great p rinciples of government, nor in 
the ideas ofl iberty, which we;;re understood long before 
we were born, as well as they will be after . . the silent 
tomb sha ll have imposed its law on our pert loquaci ty. 

And again, in praise of prejudices: 

. .. we cherish them because the;;y are prejudices; and 
the longer they have lasted, and the more generally 
the)' have prevailed, t11e more we cherish them. We 
are afra id to put men to live and trade each o n his own 
private stock of reason: because we suspect this stock in 
each man is small .... 

It is clear that we are the opposite. V"'e publicly abhor 
prejud ices and declare ourselves dedicated to propositions . That 
is, we intend to hold our o pinions as if they were not "opinion" 
but deep-founded truths which each has tho ught out as thought 
can alone be thought, for h imself. Our public discourse and our 
peculiarly American private talk, too, is irretrievably informed 
by an incessant, a ll-pervas ive rationality, in which propositions 
and their consequences are continually posited and q uestioned 
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and re-affirmed. O ur ratiocinations easi ly reach the founding 
axioms themselves. But, 1 want to argue, this permanent debate 
is securely held within a world shaped by the truths and modes 
of our text: we safely consider ourselves equal participants in a 
ratio nal enterprise requiring true principles-even when we tell 
lies and ta lk jargon. 

In politics the Declaration sets out fairl>' definitely the public 
conditions of possibility of private comfort, wi thout delimiting 
its character or promising its achievement. So in the realm of 
thought, the Declaration focuses the reason without determin
ing it. Much in the manner of a work of poetry- which indeed 
it literally is , s ince the gre:1t parag~aph of" abstract t ru ths" can be 
read in near-perfect lines of iambic pentameter- it offers the 
greatest defini tion of view wi th the least restriction of thought. 
T herein consists its depth. 

In our best tradition, things are thought of as havin[! a true 
nature, their being, which is reachable through a directed 
questir1g activity. The Declaration promotes the pre-figuring of 
that activity in ordinary life. T hrough the memorable reasona
bleness of its tone, from the clear immediacy of its pecul iar 
vis ion and by the many-rootedness of its truths, it establishes 
access from our realm of opinion , however corrupted, to the 
realm of being and its truth. T his wordly text has a peculiarly 
fel ic itous rela tio n to the deptlts from which its opinions 
spring-therein lies the warrant for its claim to universality. 

I have wished to argue that the Declaration, intended as an 
expression of the common opinion, is truly a text of "right 
opinion" in the ancient sense, a benign practical teJo:twhich also 
has a peculiarly sound relation to the realm of thought. But now 
I m ust grasp at a metapho r: this " lucid communication' ' is rea l I)' 
translucent; it is enlightened and en lightening without posi
tively revealing the source of its illumination. It is like a window 
of alabaster in the cave of our world, a window which does not 
frame the truth but which permits its pursuit. 

To draw the conclusion: In 1854, in a different context, 
Lincoln gave th is advice. He said: 

Let us re-adopt the Declaration of Independence and 
with it, the practices and policy which harmonize with 
it. 

It seems to me sound advice. lt may seem to you supe rfluous 
advice, if my a rgument, that we already live in the world of the 
Declaration, is right. Bllt it is o ne thing to live in a derivative 
world and another to possess its source. And it is the re
appropriation of that old source which .I am proposing. 

On hearing such suggestions people observe sagely: " You 
cannot look to the past." To what then are we to look? T he 
present, that moving band of vanishing "nows," always pro
duces the wisdom which fits it, evanescent wisdom. The future, 
which we have yet to make and have some reason to fear, is in its 
essence non-be ing, and when appealed to for advice can only 
reflect our presen t ignorance. Bllt our past, which is really our 
perpetual present, is what we have. So why not re-possess wha t 
is ours, the more so since it seems to be good? 

Many of the f~cts and some of the ideas in this lecture come from the 
following works: 
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Pohcy Re>earch (1974). 

Harry V Jaffa. "How to T hink About the American Revolution-A 
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Elhott Zucl.rman pointed out to me the pentamtt~r p<osody of the whole 
great JXlragraph ofthc Decbration, and that the rest ofthe-tc•t is.lrot through 
with "fossil$" or iambic pentameter, like: 

the l.aws of Nature and or '\ahrrc's Cod, 

and· 

our Livel>, our Fortunes, and our sacred Honor. 

The Founders and Slavery 
by Herbert J . Storing 

" It is refrt:shing," said one of the dissentt:rs in the case o[ 
Dred Scott v Sandford ''to turn to the early incidents of our 
history and learn wisdom from the acts of the great men who 
have gone to their account." ' Tt is a common opinion today, 
however, that, admirable as the A111e riean Founders may be in 
othe r respects, in their response to the insti tution o( 1 egro 
slavery the ir example is one to be lived down rather than lived 
up to. A good t:xprc:ss ion of th is opinion has recently come from 
the d istinguished American historian, John Hope F'ranklin. 2 

We n~:ed to face the fact, Franklin contends, that the Founders 
"betrayred] the ideals to which they gave lip service." l11ey 
fai led to take;: an unequivocal stand against slavery. T hey 
regarded "human bondage and human dignity" as less impor
tant than "their own political and economic independence." 
l11cy "spok(t:] eloquently at one moment for the brotherhood of 
man and in the next moment den[iedj it to thei r black 
brolhers." They "degrad[ed] the human spirit by equating five 
black men with three white men." The moral legacy of the 
Founders is shameful and ham1ful. '' Having c rea ted a tragically 
Oawcd revolutionary doctrine and a Constitution that did not 
bestow the blessings of liberty on its poste rity, the Pounding 
fo'alhcrs set lhe stage for every succeeding generation of 
Americans to apologize, comprom ise, and temporize on those 

T his is the text of a lecture given at St. John's College, Annapolis. on March 5, 
1976. Herbert Storing is Professor of Political Science at the Univei'Sity of 
Chicago. 

principles of liberty that were supposed to be the very foundati 
ion of our system of government and way of life." 

TI1is view of the American Founding- that the Founders 
excluded the 1 egrocs from the ·'rights of man'' cxpresst:d in the 
Declaration oflndcpcndence and sauctioncd ~lavery and 'egro 
infcriorily in thc: Constitution-is a view that the rad ical 
abolitionists, from whotn John Hope Frdnklin cbcends, share 
with !heir pro-slavt:ry antagonists. Indeed, one ofthc best, and 
sure ly most authoritative, express ions of th is view came in the 
opinion of C hicJ justice T aney in the famo us Supreme Court 
case of Dred Scott v Sandford in 1857, in which the Supreme 
Court, for the second time in its history, he ld an act of Congress 
unconstitutional, and in which Taney tried to secure once and 
for a ll the place;: of slavery under the Conslitution. I want to 
examine Tant:y's carefully worked-out reasoning, fo r the re one 
can confront most clearly what is today the dominant opinion 
about the Founders and slavery. 

Ored Scott was a sla,·e owned by a Doctor Emerson, a 
surgeon in the United States Army. In 1834 Scott was taken by 
his master from Missouri to Rock Island. Illino is , where they 
lived for about two years, and from tltcrc to Fort Snelling in the 
federal "Louis iana territo ry," where tltcy lived fo r another 
couple of years before returning to Missouri. O n Emerson 's 
death , Scott tried to purchase his freedom from Mrs. Emer~on . 
Failing in that, he sued in the Missouri courts for his freedom, 
on the ground that he had become free by virtue of his residence 
in a free state and a free territory. He won in the lower court, but 
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the dec ision was reversed on apt>Cal. The Supreme Court of 
Missouri , abandoning eight Missouri precedents and departing 
frorn the then almost universal adherence of Southern courts to 
the principle ''once free, always free," held that, whatever his 
condition in Illinois and in federal te rritory, ScoH was a slave 
upon h is return to Missouri . 

On \1rs. Emerson's remarriage, ScoH became the property of 
her brother, John Sandford , a citizen of 'ew Yo rk; and this 
enabled Scott to sue for his freedom in federal court under the 
provision of the Constitution tl1at gives federal courts jurisdic
tion in ca~es between citizens of different states. He lost in the 
lower court and appealed to the Supreme Court, which in 1857 
finally handed down its opinion-or rather its opinions, for all 
niuc justices expressed their opin ions. most ;Jt cous iderahle 
length. I will be concerned here only with the opinion "of the 
court" given b}' Chief Justice Taney. 

Taney held, in the first place, that because he was a 'egro, 
Scali was not and could not be a c ili7cn of the U.S. (regardless 
of whether he was free or not) and could therefore not sue in the 
federal courts o n the grounds he had chosen. (I pass over 
Taney's dubious assumption that for a citi.tcu of a state to be 
entitled to sue under the diversity clause he must establish 
cit izenship of the United States. ) l'ancy l1e ld, in the second 
place, thnt the fede ral act under which Scott c laimed freedom, 
the Missouri Compromise Act of 1820 on tl~1wing sin very in the 
northc.:rn part of the Louisiana Purchn~e . wa~ lll ltunstitu tional: 
for Congress to prohibit slave ry in federal te rri tory was to deprive 
slave-owning c itizens who m ight move into that terri tory of 
thei r property without due process of law. 

T hese two holdings are the conclusions of two lines of 
argument, one concerning the status of 'egroes and the other 
com:cming the statliS of slavery, that provide my two themes. 
Taney cmphasi..:ed throughout his opinion that he was merely 
giving effect to the Constitution. II was not his business to read 
into the Constitu tion the more fa1orable views toward the 

cgro that had emerged since the time o f the Founding. 
Aett1n ll y, as Lincoln correctly argued, opinion about , egroes 
had hardened rather than softened in the seventy years since the 
adopliun of the Constitution. 3 But more iu1portant is the fact 
that Taney's reading of the Consl ilnlion and the views of the 
Founders was wrong, except perhaps in one very important 
respect. 

T aucy take~ up first the quc~li un of Negro citizenship. then 
the qucstiou of ·egroslavery; but it" ill be clearer if I reverse the 
order and look first at sla1cl). According to Taney. the 
Founders assumed the legitimacy of sla1 ery; and b., ck of that 
11·as a uni1·ersal opinion of the infcrionty of the Nq;ro race. 4 

'cgroc~ "had for more than a ccnhl r) l>eforc been regarded as 
beings of an iuferior o rder; aud altogether unfit to associate with 
the white race, e ithe r in socia l or po li tical re h1ti ou~; and so far 
inferior, that they had no rights which the white man was bound 
to res t>ecl; and that the negro m ight justly and lawfully be 
reduced to slave ry for his benefit.'' "No one thought," Taney 
said, "of disputing" such opinions. Ncgrocs "were never 
thought of or spoken of except as prope rt y." 

Only on such a basis, it see1ncd to Tancv, could the fra mers 
of the Declara tion of Independence I>C absolved from utter 
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hypocrisy. They said that "all men arc c reated equal and arc 
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights ." Yet 
they were, many of them, slaveholders; and they certainly did 
not destroy sla1·ery. But there was no hypocrisy, because the 
writer.. of the Declaration "perfectly understood the meaning of 
the lan~uage they used, and how it would be understood by 
others: and they knew it wouJd not, in any part of the c ivilized 
world. be supposed to embrace the negro race, which, br 
common e<H•sent. had been excluded from c ivilized govern
ments and the family of nations, and doomed to slave ry ... TI1e 
men of that age (that is, the white men) sin1ply did not regard 
Negroes as included among the "all men" who are, according to 
the Declaration of Independence, "crcal <·d equal' ': and, Taney 
concluded. ''no one misunderstood them." 

This whole argument- and 1 repeal, it is identical to the 
conn non view today-is a gross calumuy on the Founders. The 
truth is almost the exact opposite of Taney's ae,·ount. T he 
Founders understood quite clearly that egroes, like men 
everywhere. were c reated equal and were endowed ~~it~ 
una lienable rights. They did not~)' that a limen were actually 
secured in the exercise of their rights, o r that they had the power 
to provide such security; but there was no doubt about the rights . 
Far from it bemg true that "negroes were never thought of 
except as property,'' not only cgrocs but ~laves were very 
frequently spoken of and treated as pcrsous. All of the 
Constitutional provisions relating to slaves, for ex~ 1 nplc, refer to 
them as pc rsous. And while slaves were typically deprived of 
civil rights, they were regarded as persons unde r criminal law. 
As rationa l and. to some degree, morally rcspousiblc l1uman 
beings. they were held capable of committing crimes a11d they 
were protected by the law-in principle and \urprisingly often 
in practice-again~! crimes com mitted a~aimtthcm . In the first 
three or four decades of our histol). the •nJ ustice of sla,·ery was 
very generally acknowledged, not merely in the North but in the 
South and partieularlv in Southern courts. 

Since J think this is likely to be unfamiliar territory to 1nost of 
you, let me give a couple of examples. 

In 1820 tile Superior Court iu Mississ ippi wa~ confronted 
with the question, there being no positive legislation covering 
the matter, whether the ki lling of a slave was n1urckr under the 
con1111011 law. s T he Court held that it was: and this was the 
usua l view of So uthern courts that conside red this question. 
The Miss issippi judge began by cmphasiting that "because 
individuals may have been deprived of many of their rights by 
'ocicly, it docs not follow that they ha1c been deprived of all 
their rights ." T he sla1 e "is still a human being, and possesses all 
those rights, of which he is not dcpri1 cd by the positive 
pro1·isions oftl1e law .. _ . "Since the common la1\ definition of 
murder IS the taking away the life of a resonablc creature with 
malice aforethought and since a ~lave i~ n reasonable being. 
' uch a killing o f a ,lal'c is murder. 

Slave ry is the creature, So uthern as well a~ 'orthe rn judges 
sa id again ~mel again, of posi tive law only; it ha, no support in 
natural law o r in transcendent princ iples of ju ~ticc . Yet slavery 
existed; it was lawful in the Southe rn 'ialcs. Eveu when the 
judges were giving effect to the posi tive law of slavery (which 
they had a clear duty to do) they typica lly acknowledged the 
injustice of the institution. 



In a Supreme Court case fifteen years before Dred Scott , 
Prigg v Penna (1842), the Supreme Court upheld the constitu
tionality of the Fugitive Slave Act of 1793, which implemented 
the fugitive slave clause of the Constitution; the Court held that 
this federal power was exclusive, thereby invalidating state 
''personal liberty laws," which had been pass<.'<! in a number of 
northern states to try to give greater protection to · egroes 
claimed as fugitive slaves than the federal law provided. 6 The 
opinion was written by a strong anti-slavery man, Joseph Story, 
and man} of Story's friends wondered how he could make such 
a decision. Story replied that his first obliga tion was to the law 
but that, in any case, he thought his opinion a grcat''triumph of 
frccdo m."7 It was a triumph of freedom 111ainly because while 
upholding the Fugitive Slave L1w, Story took the opportunity to 
stress that slavery is a mere creature of positive law and has no 
support in natural law. "The state of ~lavery is deemed to be,'' in 
Story's words, "a mere municipal regulation, founded upon and 
limi ted to the range of the territorial h111 ~." That means that the 
presumption is always against slavery, even while provisions of 
the positive law protecting sla1·ery arc being enforced. 

111c same view was common in the South. Indeed, contrary 
to Taney'~ claim that no one questioned the legitimacy of 
slavery, nothing was more common than Southern judges 
giving public utterance to the excruei;1ting agony of trying to 
reconcile the law that protected slavery with the principle of 
justice tl1al condcn1ns it. O ne of the most interesting of these 
cases is an 1820 North Carolina case, Stare v Mann , where the 
Court held tl1at a master eannotcommit a legal battery upon his 
slave. k'J'hc Court had held earlier, that a whi te person could be 
punished for assault and battery against ~omcone else's slave. 9 

But the Ia\\' cannot protect the slal'e, judge Ruffin held, against 
his master, even in case of a wanton, cruel, senseless bcati11g. 
Ruffin 11as offered by counsel the analogy of parent and child or 
master and apprentice, where the authority of the superior is 
limited and supervised bv the law. lie reluctantly, but surely 
correctly, rcjcctccl the analogy on the ground that the end of 
these relations is the good and happiness of the chi ld or the 
apprentice, whereas in slavery the end is nothing but the profit 
of the m;~ster. It is the wrongness of slavery that makes it 
impossible to limit it. "We cannot allow the right of the master 
to be brought in to discussion in th<.: courts of ju~tice." To 
qucsti0 11 that right is to deny it, and that cannot be the business 
of a judge iu a slave stale. "The slave, to remain a slave, must be 
made sensible that there is no appeal from his master ... . " '' I 
most freely confe~s sense of the harshness of this proposition; I 
feel it as deeply a~ anr man can; and as a principle of moral right 
every person in his retirement must repudiate it. But in the 
actual condition of things it must he so. There is no rem
edy .... It constitutes the curse of slavery to both the bond and 
free portion of our population. But it is inherent in the relation 
of master and slave." 

I should add tha t 20 yea rs later, nevertheless, Ruffin upheld a 
conviction of murder in the case of an especially bru tal, but 
probably not premeditated, killing by a master of his own 
slave. 10 

Another kind of case that was common in the Southem 
courts was like Dred Scott; it arose whcr<' a person who had been 
a slave but who had been taken to reside in a free ~tate and then 
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returned to a slave state sued in the courts of the latter for his 
freedom. As I ha,·e ~id, in such a case the Southern courts held 
(at least until the 1840's or IS;O's) that such a person was free. 
Once the chains of slavery enforced by posit ive law an: broken, 
they can never be restored. 

A slave, Lydia, was taken in 1807 by her master from 
Missouri to free Indiana where he registered her as his servant 
under Indiana's gradual emancipation law. He sold his right to 
her but when her new master brought her back to Missouri, the 
court there upheld her claim to freedom. 11 The rights of her 
master had been destroyed in Indiana, ·•and we arc not aware of 
any law of this state which can or docs bring into operation the 
right of sla\ery when once dcstroy<'d." Can it be thought, the 
judge asked, that "the noxious atmosphere of this state, without 
any CX'J>ress law for the purpose, clamped upon her newl)' forged 
chains of sJa,·ery. after the old ones were destroyed? For the 
honor of our country, we cannot for a moment admit. th;~t the 
bare treading of its soil, is thus dangerous, even to lhc degraded 
African." 

The t\mcricnn Founders and their immediate descendants, 
North and South, not only be lieved in but emphasized the 
wrongness of ~lavery, at the same time thot they wrestled with 
the fnct of slavery and the enormous difficulty of g<.:tting rid of it. 
It was a fact; it seemed for the time heing a necessity: but it was a 
curse-the curse of an unavoidable in justice. 

It is true. as Taney said, that cgroes were thought to be 
inferior to whites; but it is not true that this wa~ thought to justify 
slavery. lu a famous section of his oles on Virginia, published 
in 1784, TI10mas Jefferson reflected on cgroes and cgro 
slavery in terms that are today generally found offensive and that 
arc in consequence usually distorted and minmdcrstood. 12 

Proceeding in the spirit of the 18th Century studeut of natural 
history, and emphasizing the shamefu l lack of sysll:malie study 
of th is subject, jefferson examined the cl iffcrc nccs between the 
races. He thought that the blacks "participate more of sensation 
than reflection." He judged them inferior to whites in physical 
beauty, in rc:a~o n , and in imagination, though in many physical 
attributes and in what I.e called "endowments of the heart," or 
the "moral sense," they arc equal. jefferson did conclude that 
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